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Analysis:
Class Action
Litigation—A Federalist
Society Survey, Part II
In our inaugural issue of
Class Action Watch, we
unveiled the results of a business survey we conducted on
class action litigation. Our first
report compiled and analyzed a
substantial amount of general
data on the nature of federal
and state court class action
litigation, with a particular
emphasis on the Texas state
courts. At the time, Texas was
about to convene its biennial
legislative session and class
action reform proposals were
scheduled for consideration.
This issue of Class Action
Watch reports on other aspects
of the Federalist Society’s
survey effort. In this latest issue,
we specifically highlight data
that may prove useful as
Congress prepares to assess
proposals for class action
reform that would, among other
things, expand parties’ rights to
remove litigation from state to
federal courts.

doubling or tripling of class
action suits in the past few
years. But we knew of no
When the Class Action
effort to survey companies
Watch bulletin was first being
planned, we were struck by the in considerable depth
regarding their own specific
absence of any generally
experiences. We decided,
available data on business
therefore, to undertake that
exposure to class action
litigation. We frequently heard task in December 1998.
The first portion of this
the argument that the business
endeavor, of course, was to
community had been facing
more class action litigation with devise a reasonably thoreach passing year. Indeed, the ough survey that companies
could readily and easily
preliminary findings of a Rand
answer. We chose to ask
Institute study published in
about putative class action
1997 say as much, with lawcases that were pending in
yers and corporate counsel
who were interviewed report- 1988, 1993, and 1998.
The hope was that these
ing that they have witnessed a
A Review of the Project

Figure 1
1998 Plaintiff Class Composition in State Courts
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t Taking account of both focus groups, the vast majority of survey respondents reported that between a third and three quarters of their state class
actions involved nationwide or multistate classes.
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Dear Reader:
I am pleased to present the second issue of Class Action
Watch. A number of proposals for reassessing and reforming
the nature of class action reform are currently pending before
Congress. In early May, Senator Grassley plans to hold
hearings on the Class Action Fairness Act of 1999. A similar
bill is expected to be introduced in the House of Representatives. Meanwhile, both Houses of Congress are considering
Year-2000 liability legislation that includes provisions targeted
at class actions. With all this legislative activity directed at
class action litigation, this seems like an appropriate time to
publish our latest issue of Class Action Watch.
The response to the inaugural issue of the Watch has been
overwhelmingly positive. The publication appears to have
found a niche by providing objective information about the
changing nature of class action litigation and reporting recent
developments in the field. Our goal remains facilitating and
informing the debates about the future of class actions, rather
than taking sides in them.
This issue follows the organization of the first issue. The
“Analysis” section reports some of the results of our surveys
of corporations’ experiences of class action litigation. In
addition, we have focused on issues of particular relevance to
the ongoing debates in Congress, such as the growth in
nationwide class actions filed in state court. The “Commentary” section reports on the positions of various business,
consumer, and legal groups on the proposed congressional
legislation. Finally, the “Recent Developments” section
reports on a number of recent judicial decisions concerning
class actions.
We hope this material will prove helpful to litigators,
judges, and those involved in legislative debates over the
future of class actions. We also hope that this issue will
prompt others to try to collect and disseminate additional
data concerning the changing nature of class actions. We
encourage any comments or suggestions you may have to
improve the publication so that future issues can provide even
more useful information.

Paul Clement
Chairman, Class Actions
Subcommittee

Figure 2

T he Rise in Class Action Litigation in
State and Fe de ral Courts
(Focus G roup 1)
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· The number of
federal, state, and Texas
state court cases that
were resolved by settlement, dispositive motion,
and verdict.
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· The length of time
between class certification and settlement.

137 101
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t Respondents reported that between 1988 and 1998, the number of pending class
actions in state courts increased by 1315%, and the number in all federal courts
increased by 340 percent.
t Among respondents, class action litigation rose at a faster rate in state courts
than in federal courts. Class action activity more than doubled in federal courts
between 1993 and 1998, and more than tripled in state courts for the same years.

· The number of
putative class actions
pending in federal, state,
and Texas state courts.
· The predominant
issue in each case (e.g.,
securities, toxic tort,
consumer fraud, etc.).
· The size of the
putative class in each
case, and whether the
class was local, statewide, or nationwide in its
composition.
· The number of state
and federal cases in
which classes were
certified.
· The incidence and
magnitude of both initial
and post-certification
settlement demands.

With respect to these and
other issues that we raised,
bear in mind that the survey
asked about cases that were
pending in a given year. In
other words, when the 1993
portion of the survey asked
about class certification and
settlement, for example, the
respondents were instructed
to “count” cases that were
certified or settled before,
during, or after 1993. The
same can be said for the
1988 and 1998 portions of
the survey. We chose this
approach because it was
most consistent with what we
know about the manner in
which company databases
track litigation.
After having completed
the survey, we set out to
obtain some data. We mailed
the survey to 100 companies
consisting of: (1) most of the
principal large employers in
Texas, including both Texasbased companies and nonTexas-based companies with
a significant number of
employees and with annual

Analysis

three chronological “snapshots” would provide some
sense of the development of
class action activity over the
most recent ten-year period.
The respondents were asked
to provide information about
federal actions, cases in all
state courts, and cases just in
Texas state courts. We
asked for a breakout of
Texas class actions because it
was our understanding that
Texas is shaping up to be the
next major battleground for
legislative consideration of
class action reform and we
had already planned to
devote a major portion of our
inaugural issue to reporting on
the activity in this state.
For each of the three
years, the survey asked
companies to consider a wide
variety of issues, including,
but not limited to:

· The size of the
plaintiff counsel fee
award.
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revenues at or about $1
billion; and (2) Fortune 500
companies that have a
demonstrated interest in the
litigation process generally as
expressed by corporate or
general counsel membership
in more than one trade
organization that monitors
litigation reform, including the
American Corporate Counsel
Association, the American
Bar Association’s Corporate
General Counsel Committee,
the Civil Justice Reform
Group, and the American
Tort Reform Association.
The companies represented
every conceivable industry—
transportation, energy and
utilities, pharmaceuticals, food
service, banking, insurance,
heavy and light manufacturing,
telecommunications, and a
wide range of durable and
nondurable consumer goods
production. We had no idea
whether or not class action
litigation was perceived as a
“problem” by the companies
we surveyed, and the fact that
a company has an interest in
litigation reform does not
necessarily mean that it has
concerns about class action
activity (indeed, a number of
the respondent companies
had no class actions to
report). Moreover, the
responses were submitted
anonymously, and we therefore do not know which
companies ultimately responded.
The survey effort began
on December 4, 1998 with a
mailing to the general coun-

sels of the 100 companies we
identified. As of April 20, 32
companies from this survey
pool had responded by
returning surveys (a 32
percent response rate). We
call this respondent pool
“Focus Group 1.” Given the
size of these companies and
the logistical difficulties
associated with responding to
such a survey (it was 15
pages), we were quite satisfied to have secured such
business participation in this
kind of a project. Indeed, we
know of no similarly successful survey effort (though Rand
and others have been quite
successful in collecting data
through other very valuable
means).
Another mailing was
conducted just a few weeks
later in order to create a
second focus group (“Focus
Group 2”). The purpose of
the second focus group was
to collect additional data and
to see whether results from
the first focus group would be
corroborated. On December
23, we mailed a virtually
identical set of surveys to any
company that had representation either on the board of
American Corporate Counsel
Association or on the
Association’s Litigation
Committee. Any company
which participated in the first
focus group and which would
have also qualified for the
second was eliminated from
the second mailing list. In
total, 215 were included in
the second focus group, and,

as of April 20, over 31
companies have returned the
survey (a 14 percent response rate).
For a number of reasons,
we believe the two pools of
respondents reflect a rather
diverse collection of experiences respecting class action
litigation. It is clear, for
example, that the companies
that responded are not simply
those that are especially
concerned with or affected
by class action litigation. A
number of the respondents
had no pending litigation at all
during the years in question
(or very little), and others
posted more significant
numbers. The median and
mean numbers of pending
putative class actions reflect
this distribution. At the very
least, therefore, one can see
the nature and extent of class
action activity among a few
dozen major American
companies with a diverse
array of business interests.
It is crucial to note that
this survey effort is not
intended to be a complete
scientific sample or analysis
of class action activity. The
data were intended to
increase our understanding in
this area, but by no means
completes our understanding.
Moreover, as we continue to
receive responses, we will
adjust our analysis.
What follows is a summary of some of the information we were able to compile
from the surveys that were
submitted. Our choices on

class composition is less
pronounced in Focus Group
1 than in Focus Group 2).
However, respondents for
Focus Group 1 reported
considerably more toxic tort
Class Composition: Are
and property damage cases
Nationwide Plaintiff
Classes Litigating in State than Focus Group 2, while
those in Focus Group 2
Courts?
reported considerably more
consumer fee and fraud cases
The centerpiece of
than Focus Group 1. Toxic
federal class action reform
currently under consideration tort and property damage
on Capitol Hill is the proposal cases often do involve
to allow class actions that are localized injury, while consumer class actions involving
filed in state court to be
large companies often involve
removed to federal court
nationwide commercial
even in the absence of
activity. Thus, it is conceivcomplete diversity. One
aspect of our survey provides able that, because of the
some information that may be localized nature of the numeruseful in examining this issue. ous toxic tort and property
damage cases reported by
Our survey asked reFocus Group 1, the plaintiff
spondents to indicate the
number of cases in which the class composition data for
plaintiff class was either local, that focus group is less
statewide, regional/multistate, multistate in orientation than
Focus Group 2. Regardless,
or nationwide for all of the
putative class actions pending one thing is certain—among
our respondents, nearly a
in each of the three time
third (and possibly a greater
periods surveyed. As
percentage) of state cases
depicted in Figure 1, multicould well be removed to
state plaintiff classes were
federal court if complete
present in 73 percent of the
diversity requirements were
state court class actions
relaxed.
pending in 1998 among
respondents for Focus Group
The Incidence of Class
2. For Focus Group 1,
Action Activity: Is Class
multistate plaintiff classes
were present in 27 percent of Action Litigation Increasing?
the pending state court class
actions for the same period.
We began our survey by
It is impossible to know
asking: “How many putative
with certainty what accounts
class actions were pending in
for the difference in the
1988 [and 1993 and 1998]?
statistics for these two focus
In answering this question,
groups (i.e., why nationwide
what has caused them, and
whether a problem has been
revealed here that should be
addressed.

Analysis

what data to include in this
article are simply a reflection
of what is readily available.
We did not believe it was
appropriate to report on
issues or questions unless all
or virtually all of the respondents provided data. Thus,
for example, we are not able
at this time to discuss data
respecting plaintiff fee
awards—too many of the
respondents left answers to
this question incomplete. It is
our hope that some of these
other issues can be tackled in
future survey efforts.
In addition, given that the
response rate to the second
focus group is not yet as high
as our first survey effort, we
are not able at this time to
report on all issues. We hope
to provide our readers in a
future issue with a complete
report of our findings as more
responses are received.
Where a large number of
respondents reported data on
a particular question, we have
reported on the findings in this
issue. And, at times, we
discovered that data from the
second focus group corroborates findings from the first
focus group.
It should be noted that
Class Action Watch does
not seek to render any
subjective judgments on our
findings, and, therefore, we
purposely have avoided
reaching any normative
conclusions respecting the
data. We leave it to the
readers to decide for themselves what the trends reflect,
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please include all suits in
which the plaintiff purported
to sue on behalf of a class,
without regard to whether
class certification was ultimately granted or denied.”
Respondents were asked to
identify the number of such
cases in state and federal

In order to ensure that
the increases in class action
litigation we are seeing were
not simply the result of a small
number of outliers who
experienced very significant
spikes, we performed the
following analysis:

Figure 3
Cla ss Action Se ttle m e nt in Sta te Courts
(Focus Group 1)
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t Settlement occurred more often with certified cases than with cases that were not
yet certified.

ported increases and
about 4 percent reported
declines. Therefore, most
companies—not merely a
small cluster of especially
hard-hit companies—saw
increases.

· We also looked at
the figures for individual
respondents which
reported increases. For
each relevant time period
(1988 vs. 1998, 1988 vs.
1993, and 1993 vs.
1998) and court system
(federal, state, Texas
state), we calculated the
median and mean increases in the number of
cases for our respondents. The median figure
and the mean figure for a
given court system and
time period were consistently about the same,
with very little deviation.
Moreover, we noticed
that, for each year in each
court, it was virtually
always the case that
respondent increases
were quite similar. For
example, in comparing
1993 and 1998 data for
cases in state courts—a
period during which we
recorded an increase of
230 cases—about twothirds of the respondents
witnessed an increase of

courts, and then to break
· We counted the
down the state cases by
number of respondents
jurisdiction (Alabama,
who showed increases in
California, Florida, Louisiana,
class action litigation
Ohio, Texas, and “Other”).
between 1988 and 1998,
Figure Two sets forth the data
1988 and 1993, and
from this question.
1993 and 1998. In the
Among the respondents
1988-1998 time period,
for Focus Group 1, the
about 84 percent renumber of pending putative
ported increases and
class actions in state courts
none reported declines.
increased by 1,315 percent
In the 1988-1993 period,
between 1988 and 1998, and
about 48 percent reby 340 percent in federal
ported increases and
courts for the same two
about 16 percent reyears. Our preliminary
ported declines. In the
findings for Focus Group 2
1993-1998 time period,
also show a rising trend for
about 82 percent restate court class actions.
Figure 4
Among respondents for
Period of Time between Certification & Settlement
Focus Group 2, the number
Less than 1 Year 1–3 Years
Greater than 3 Years
of state court class actions
1988
0%
50%
50%
increased by 550 percent
1993
57%
14%
29%
between 1988 to 1998.
1998
36%
64%
0%

seven cases or less and
about one-third witnessed
an increase of 14-28
cases. In other words,
no one company or small
group of companies was
responsible for the
increases we observed.

settled between one and three
years of certification, and 57
percent settled within one
year of certification. Finally,
in 1998, all of the certified
state cases that were reported by our respondents
settled within three years of
certification, and of those, 36
percent settled with one year
of certification.

* * *
As we mentioned at the
outset, the responses we have
received provide a glimpse of
the scope and nature of their
class action activity. While it
may not be representative of
all or even most businesses in
America, we believe the data
helps to increase understanding of the area. Whenever
possible, the Federalist
Society’s Litigation Practice
Group will continue to
generate data in order to shed
further light on trends relating
to class action litigation.

Analysis

for information regarding the
length of time between class
certification and settlement.
Figure Three compares
the settlement rates for
putative state class actions
pending in 1993 and 1998 for
Focus Group 1 (there were
too many incomplete re· We also sought to
sponses to develop any
control for company
findings for 1988). Among
growth in an effort to
the respondents, certified
account for the fact that
state class actions seem to
increases in class actions settle more than non-certified
sometimes can be the
state class actions. For
result of increases in
example, 50 percent of the
company growth and
certified class actions pending
productivity or merger
in 1993 resulted in settlement,
and acquisition activity.
as compared with 32 percent
We found that revenues
of the cases that had not yet
for the companies
been certified. We see a
doubled on the average
wider disparity with state
between 1988 and
cases pending in 1998.
January 1, 1998. This is Already, 49 percent of the
considerably lower than
certified cases pending in
the percentage increases
1998 have settled, but only 5
in class action litigation.
percent of the cases that have
not yet been certified have
been settled.
Is There A Relationship
Figure Four tracks the
between Class Certificalength of time between state
tion and Settlement?
court class certification and
settlement for Focus Group
When we began this
1. It appears that, among
project one observation we
respondents, settlement is
frequently heard from practic- now following class certificaing attorneys was that certifi- tion more quickly than in the
cation increases the pressure
past. In 1988, for example,
for defendants to settle. In
50 percent of the state cases
order to provide some
were settled more than three
information to spark further
years after certification; no
debate about this observacases settled in less than one
tion, our survey asked for
year after certification. In
data respecting both the
1993, only 29 percent of the
incidence of class certification cases were settled after more
and the incidence of settlethan three years after certifiment. In addition, we asked
cation, 14 percent of the case
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FEDERAL CLASS ACTION REFORM:
A BOXSCORE OF SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION

Commentary

On February 3, Senators Charles Grassley (R-IA), Herbert Kohl (D-WI), and Strom
Thurmond (R-SC) introduced the “Class Action Fairness Act of 1999” (S. 353), which
contains, in pertinent part, three major reform provisions that would (1) allow a state
court class action to be removed to a federal court in the absence of complete diversity;
(2) limit attorneys fees to a reasonable percentage of the damage award; and (3) require
that all proposed state class action settlements be filed with the U.S. Attorney General
and the offices of the state attorneys general in states in which any class member
resides. A reform bill was introduced in the House last year, and a bill substantially
similar to the Senate initiative is expected to be introduced in the House very soon. The
following is a summary of opposition and support with respect to these provisions.

Business
Community

Relaxing
Diversity
Requirements

Capping
Attorneys
Fees

Settlement
Notification
to
Attorneys
General
8

American
Bar
Association

There is unanimous
support amongst the
business community for
this provision, including
coalitions such as the
U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the National
Federation of
Independent Businesses,
the National Association
of Manufacturers, the
Chemical Manufacturers
Association, the
American Council of
Life Insurance, the
American Tort Reform
Association, and the
Civil Justice Reform
Group.

The ABA has
supported certain
amendments to Rule
23, including
authorization of
settlement classes, but
has not endorsed
achieving class action
reform through
congressional
legislation.

The business community
unanimously supports
the concept of capping
attorney fees, but is not
pushing hard for this
particular reform
through the current
legislative vehicle.

See above. It also
bears noting that the
ABA has
consistently opposed
all attorney fee
reform initiatives,
including caps on
contingency fees.

Some segments of the
business community
have expressed
concern that this
provision could slow
productive
settlements. However,
no formal opposition
has been mounted or is
expected.

No apparent
position.

Association
of Trial
Lawyers of
America
(“ATLA”)
ATLA has voiced general
opposition to the “Class
Action Fairness Act of
1999” as well as the
previous House version,
but has not provided
details as to the specific
provisions. Source:
http://www.citizen.org/
congress/civjus/
classaction/
opponents.htm

Same as above.

Same as above.

Other
Advocacy
Groups
Public Citizen opposes
this provision and has
stated that, to the
extent class action
reform is necessary, it
should be achieved
through amendment
of Rule 23. About 30
other groups have
expressed general
opposition to this
legislation, including
AFSCME, Consumer
Federation of
America, and Handgun
Control Inc., Source:
http://www.citizen.org/
congress/civjus/
classaction/
opponents.htm.

Same as above.

Public Citizen has
not spoken
specifically as to this
provision. With
respect to other
Groups, see above.

RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS

t On January 22, a Louisiana
trial court approved a
nationwide class action
settlement in a suit alleging
defects in “side-saddle” gas
tanks in General Motors
Corp. trucks. The agreement gives truck owners
$1,000 vouchers toward
purchase of new GM
vehicles. White v. General
Motors Corp., No. 42,865
(La. Dist. Ct., Iberville
Parish January 22, 1999).
t On January 29, a class
action was filed by black
homeowners in Toledo,
Ohio, alleging that Farmers
Insurance and two of its

t On February 26, the
Louisiana Supreme Court
denied a tobacco industry
appeal of a trial court’s
certification of a class of
state smokers, leaving it to
the trial court to determine if
medical monitoring is a
viable claim under Louisiana
law. Scott v. The American
Tobacco Co., No. 98-C3016 (La. February 26,
1999).
t The law firms of Bernstein,
Litowitz, Berger &
Grossman and Sherman,
Silverstein, Kohl, Rose &
Podolsky entered into an
agreement to settle a Y2K
class action lawsuit they
filed against Medical
Manager Corporation,
manufacturer of an integrated physicians’ practice
management system. The
lawsuit alleged that Medical
Manager violated various
state consumer protection
and unfair trade practice
laws and breached implied
and express warranties by
selling software that was
not Y2K compatible, failing
to disclose this fact to
purchasers, and then
requiring users to expend
significant sums of money
to upgrade to a Y2K compatible version. This case
represents only the second

Y2K class action to reach a
settlement. Source: http://
biz.yahoo.com/bw/981217/
bernstein_1.html.

t On July 12, a trial is scheduled to begin in New Jersey
in a medical monitoring
class action by New Jersey
residents who used two
popular diet drugs, Redux
and Pondimin, but have yet
to develop primary pulmonary hypertension or
valvular heart disease, two
conditions associated with
use of the diet pills. The
court, for the first time,
certified a medical monitoring class under New
Jersey’s Consumer Fraud
Act. Vadino v. American
Home Products Corp., No.
MLD-L-425-98 (N.J. Super.
Ct.). On March 12, a
Pennsylvania court certified
a nearly identical medical
monitoring class, finding it
satisfied the criteria for such
a claim under Redland
Soccer v. Dep’t of Army, 696
A.2d 137 (N.J. 1997). In
re: Pennsylvania Diet Drugs
Litigation, No. 9709-3162
(Ct. Comm. Pls., Philadelphia County March 12,
1999). On February 11, a
West Virginia court reversed
its earlier dismissal of a
medical monitoring class of
diet pill users. Burch v.
American Home Products
Corp., No. 97-C-204 (W.
Va. Cir., Brooke Cty.
February 11, 1999). Acting
on a motion for reconsideration, Judge Fred Risovich
found that a medical
monitoring remedy would be
a “far better remedy than
the ‘in retrospect’ damages
award urged by defendants
in the name of judicial
economy and ‘reasonable
certainty.’”

Recent Developments

t On March 24, a Florida
appellate court upheld a
$300 million settlement
between a nationwide class
of nonsmoking flight
attendants and four cigarette
manufacturers for alleged
health damage due to
occupational exposure to
secondhand tobacco smoke.
Ramos v. Philip Morris
Cos., No. 98-389 (Fla.
Cir.Ct. App. 3d Dist. March
24, 1999). The unanimous
opinion also approved the
agreement’s provisions for
$46 million in attorneys’
fees and $3 million in costs
for counsel representing the
member class of 60,000.
The settlement does not
provide money to settling
class members, but provides
money for research on
smoking-related diseases.
In the opinion, Judge Robert
Shevin noted the trial
court’s observation that the
class would have had “less
than a 50-50” chance of
success at trial.

agents engaged in redlining
and discrimination against
the class when it refused to
write replacement cost
policies to homeowners in
predominately black neighborhoods and discouraged
applications on the basis of
race. Toledo Fair Housing
Center v. Farmers Insurance
Group of Cos., No.
CI0199901339 (Ohio
Comm. Pls., Lucas County
January 29, 1999).
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t On February 5, a federal
judge dismissed a shareholders’ class action lawsuit
alleging American Home
Products Corp. and its
officers made false and
fraudulently misleading
statements regarding Redux
and Pondimin. The court
said the company did not
materially mislead the
investing public by failing to
come forward with reports
of heart valve problems
prior to July 8, 1997, when
the problems were first
publicized, or by failing to
disclose all medical data
behind that announcement.
Oran v. Stafford, No. 974513 (D. N.J. February 5,
1999).
t Judge Martin L.C. Feldman,
of the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of
Louisiana, recently dismissed on preliminary
motions large class actions
involving claims that the air
bags used in every vehicle in
the United States, through
the 1997 model year, were
defective because they
might cause some future
injury. None of the representative plaintiffs had
suffered any present harm
or injuries, or had any
problems with the air bags,
and the proposed class
specifically excluded anyone
who alleged injury as a
result of air bag use. See In
re Air Bag Products Liability Litigation, 1998 WL
279237 (E.D. La. 1998).
t On March 11, a participant
in the Section 8 federal
housing program filed a
class action suit against the
St. Louis Housing Authority
in U.S. District court
claiming the housing
authority failed to comply

with federal housing quality
standards related to lead
paint inspection regulations.
The proposed class includes
all current and former
Section 8 tenants who have
children who are or were
under seven years old at the
time of residency, a class
estimated to have over 1,000
members. Smith v. City of
St. Louis Housing Authority
(E.D. Mo. March 11, 1999).
t In January of this year, a
class action lawsuit was
filed in California and Saipan
against eighteen U.S.
clothing manufacturers and
retailers, including The Gap,
Tommy Hilfiger, May
Company, Sears, and WalMart, for the alleged mistreatment of workers in
foreign-owned factories
operating on U.S. soil. The
lawsuit accuses these
companies of violating
federal racketeering laws for
using indentured labor to
produce clothing on the
island of Saipan (part of the
Mariana islands which is a
U.S. Commonwealth in the
South Pacific), and for
failing to pay overtime, or
maintain appropriate working conditions. Source:
http://www.milberg.com.

t The United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit
has upheld a district court
order decertifying a class of
Pennsylvania smokers who
sought medical monitoring
expenses and entering
summary judgment against
the six individual class
representatives. The court
held that class treatment
was inappropriate because
the three significant issues—
nicotine addiction, the need

for medical monitoring, and
the application of the
statute of limitations—must
be resolved for each
member of the class. See
Barnes v. Tobacco Co.,
No. 97-1844 (3d Cir. Nov.
12, 1998).

t On March 16, the Judicial
Conference of the United
States voted to oppose bills
pending in Congress that
seek to discourage lawsuits
related to “Y2K” millennium
date conversion problems.
The Conference, headed by
Chief Justice William
Rehnquist, opposed Senate
Bills S. 96 and S. 461 and
House Bill H.R. 755,
because they would shift
most such suits to already
overburdened federal
courts.
t Los Angeles trial lawyer
has filed three class action
lawsuits asserting that sport
card companies are inducing children to gamble.
Sport card companies print
limited quantities of certain
cards—usually with
pictures of the most
popular sports stars—and
randomly insert them into
packs. Plaintiffs’ attorney,
Henry Rossbacher, believes
that card companies
encourage speculation by
printing the odds of getting
one of these valuable cards
in a pack. The lawsuit
claims that card companies
have been lured into buying
the cards.
Source: Valley Morning
Star, August 11,1998.

t The law firm of Milberg,
Weiss, Bershad, Hynes &
Lerach LLP reports that it
is representing plaintiffs in

t The Stanford Securities
Class Action Clearinghouse
reports that “at least 235
companies were named as
defendants in federal class
action securities fraud
lawsuits filed in 1998. That
volume breaks the prior
record of 227 companies
sued in 1994. It also
indicates a litigation rate
close to ‘one-a-day’ from
every trading day that the
stock market is open.”
Source: http://
securities.stanford.edu.
t On March 18, a federal jury
found for the tobacco
industry in a class action
suit brought by 114 Ohio
union health care trust
funds seeking reimbursement for the costs associated with treating smokingrelated diseases. IABSOIW
Insurance Fund v. Philip
Morris, No. 1L97CV1422
(N.D. Ohio March 18,
1999). It was the first
action of its kind to go to
trial. Along with finding
that cigarette manufacturers did not conceal the
hazards of smoking, the
jury found they did not
commit mail and wire fraud
by allegedly targeting blue
collar workers in cigarette

advertisements and promotional materials

corporate directors: “I have
the greatest practice of law
in the world. I have no
clients.” Wall Street
Journal, April 20, 1999, at
A22.

t On March 16, a federal
court in Illinois dismissed a
software developer’s suit
over a Microsoft Corp.
t In the area of guns litigation,
FoxPro database program
during an early April hearing
with alleged millennium date
in the Accu-Tek litigation
conversion defects.
before Judge Jack Weinstein
Kaczmarek v. Microsoft
of the U.S. District Court
Corp., No. 98-C-7921 (N.D.
for the Eastern District of
Ill. March 16, 1999). The
New York, plaintiffs’
judge concluded that
counsel reported that a
plaintiff could not prove the
nationwide class action
program contained an
against various firearms
inherent defect because
manufacturers would be
users could reconfigure the
filed within three weeks.
program themselves to
We will continue to monitor
eliminate it. The putative
developments in this area.
class action was the first
“Y2K”-related suit brought
against Microsoft Corp.

t “The Chicago Tribune
reported a couple of weeks
ago on a class-action suit
just filed in Cook County
Circuit Court against
Colgate-Palmolive, drugstore chain Walgreen Co.,
the American Dental
Association, and assorted
other defendants. The
charge: failure to warn
consumers of the risk that
vigorous brushing might
cause ‘toothpaste related
injury’ to gums. The
plaintiffs are seeking
warning labels on toothpaste
boxes. . . .” Source:
The Weekly Standard, May
3, 1999.
t In a recent editorial on
prominent class action
plaintiff lawyer William
Lerach of Milberg Weiss,
the Wall Street Journal
reported that Mr. Lerach
once told a meeting of

Recent Developments

a series of cases demanding
that companies that allegedly
profited from the use of
forced and slave labor
during World War II be held
accountable. Ford Motor
Company, Volkswagen,
Krupp, Siemens, and Heinkel
have already been named in
lawsuits, and similar suits
against Daimler-Chrysler,
AEG, Telefunken, General
Motors, Continental, and
BMW are likely to be filed
shortly. Source:
www.milberg.com.
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Upcoming Events
(Class Action Related)
May 20 —
Civil Justice Lecture:
Gerald Walpin,
Rosenman & Colin
Hartford
June 2 —
Guns Litigation Program:
Congressman Robert Barr
Atlanta

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
THE FEDERALIST SOCIETY & ITS
LITIGATION PRACTICE GROUP, VISIT
OUR WEB PAGE:

June 22 —
The New Business of
Government-Sponsored
Litigation: State AGs
& Big City Lawsuits
Washington, D.C.

www.fed-soc.org

November 11-13 —
Class Actions Panel
National Lawyers
Convention
Washington, D.C.
For more information
about these events,
contact the national
office at (202) 822-8138

The Federalist Society for Law & Public Policy Studies
1015 18th Street, N.W., Suite 425
Washington, D.C. 20036
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